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Abstract. TLS 1.3 allows two parties to establish a shared session key
from an out-of-band agreed Pre Shared Key (PSK). The PSK is used
to mutually authenticate the parties, under the assumption that it is
not shared with others. This allows the parties to skip the certificate
verification steps, saving bandwidth, communication rounds, and latency.
We identify a security vulnerability in this TLS 1.3 path, by showing a
new reflection attack that we call “Selfie”. The Selfie attack breaks the
mutual authentication. It leverages the fact that TLS does not mandate
explicit authentication of the server and the client in every message.
The paper explains the root cause of this TLS 1.3 vulnerability, demonstrates the Selfie attack on the TLS implementation of OpenSSL and
proposes appropriate mitigation.
The attack is surprising because it breaks some assumptions and uncovers
an interesting gap in the existing TLS security proofs. We explain the gap
in the model assumptions and subsequently in the security proofs. We
also provide an enhanced Multi-Stage Key Exchange (MSKE) model that
captures the additional required assumptions of TLS 1.3 in its current
state. The resulting security claims in the case of external PSKs are
accordingly different.
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Introduction

TLS 1.3 (Hereafter TLS) [18] offers several options for secure key establishment.
Some options mutually authenticate the communicating parties to each other,
where a common handshake includes the verification of the server and the client
through certificates. Another option uses a Pre Shared Key (PSK) that was
agreed upon beforehand, either during a preceding handshake (i. e., a resumption PSK) or distributed out-of-band (i. e., external PSK). When a PSK is used,
the underlying assumption is that a party receiving a message (that passes verification with the PSK) knows that the message was sent by a party that (also)
owns that PSK. TLS allows to use this implicit authentication instead of certificate verification in order to save bandwidth and latency and also to support
0-RTT mode. In particular, this mode can be used for a network of communicating peers, where every node can act (in parallel) as server and as client (e. g.,
proxy servers and P2P communications).

